
3/2/2022 SGA General Meeting Minutes
[Wednesday, 3/2/2022]
Meeting called to order on [3/2] at [1:06pm] in Friends Hall.

I. Roll Call
a. President Anjali Patel
b. Vice President Paolo Miyashiro Bedoya
c. Secretary Janea Tozer-Murphy
d. Treasurer Victoria Columna
e. Chief of Staff Avery Cangro
f. Secretary of Academic Affairs Nataly Merino (Absent - Excused)
g. Secretary of Commuter Affairs Dawn Sy (Absent - Excused)
h. Secretary of Delegate Affairs Ciara Luciano
i. Secretary of Diversity & Inclusion Cristina Navarette Carpizo
a. Secretary of Fraternity and Sorority Life Jiany (JiJi) Lindsey (Absent Excused)
j. Secretary of Governmental Affairs Danny Gurniak
k. Secretary of Programming Jenna Falkenheim
l. Secretary of Public Relations Dylan Solis (Absent - Excused) - FA Rep
m. Secretary of Sustainability Danielle Bongiovanni (Absent - Excused)
n. Chief Panelist**
o. Executive Panelist John Waite (present)
p. Legislative Panelist Leah Berlinger
q. Senate President Helen Witte
r. Senate Vice President Kimberly Santana
s. Senate Secretary**
t. ASB School Senator: Chris Vedra (Absent - Excused)
u. CA School Senator: Grace Velarde (late)
v. HGS School Senator: Rojja Kharel (Absent - Excused)
w. SSHS School Senator: Ashley Gomez (no)
x. TAS School Senator: Patricia Kalaidjian (no)
y. Senator Sannia Balgahoom (Absent - Excused)
z. Senator Kristina Hollosi (Absent - Excused)
aa. Senator Cindy Lam (Absent - Excused)
bb. Senator Aime Lara (Late - Excused)
cc. Senator Misha Mathai
dd. Senator**
ee. Senator**



ff. Senator Connor Sweeny (Absent - Excused)
gg. Senator Bella Apgar (Absent - Excused)
hh. Senator Shanel Lopez
ii. Senator Weina Xiao
jj. Senator Samikshya Pokhare
kk. Graduate Senator Andy Annucci
ll. Student Governor Nazli Tiyaloglu (Naz) (Absent - Excused)
mm. Alternate Student Governor**
nn. Student Trustee Alexis Meneses
oo. Alternate Student Trustee Jakub Zak

i. Present:
ii. Late:

iii. Excused:
1. Senator Connor Sweeny**
2. Secretary of Sustainability Danielle Bongiovanni**
3. Senator Bella Apgar**
4. Secretary of Academic Affairs Nataly Merino**
5. Student Governor Nazli Tiyaloglu**
6. ASB School Senator: Chris Vedra**
7. Senator Cindy Lam**
8. Secretary of Fraternity and Sorority Life Jiany (JiJi) Lindsey**
9. Senator Kristina Hollosi
10. Secretary of Commuter Affairs Dawn Sy
11. HGS School Senator: Rojja Kharel
12. Secretary of Public Relations Dylan Solis
13. Senator Sannia Balgahoom

iv. Absent:
1. TAS School Senator: Patricia Kalaidjian (no)

II. Mission Statement
The Ramapo College Student Government Association serves as the persistent voice of the student
body. While representing the student body and the ideals of Ramapo College of New Jersey, the
Student Government Association, through unity in diversity, embraces student leadership in all
forms.

III. Approving Minute Meetings
a. No quorum to approve minutes from 2/23/22



i. Moved by Kimberly
ii. Seconded by Aime

iii. Vote: 8-0-2
1. Minutes approved

IV. President's Announcements
a. Meetings with Provost and President Jebb rescheduled due to Snow Day
b. Post-State of the College Discussion tomorrow, 3/3, at 1:15 pm at Pav: this is an opportunity to talk about

what we would like about the state of the college and other items we want discussed more in depth. This
is open to members of the community. This will be set up as a round table.

c. Next Future Series Event on “The Future of Work: Learning & Labor” Mon, 3/7, at 1 pm at Pav; link to
pre-register is due by today: https://www.ramapo.edu/president/the-future-series-3-7-22-rsvp-form/

i. email bwillia1@ramapo.edu if you miss the registration date but would still like to go.
d. Meeting with Pandemic Assessment Team (PAT) Tues, 3/8, at 3 pm

i. Items wanting to be discussed:
1. Secretary of Governmental Affairs Danny Gurniak: Thanks everyone for your hard work.

Waiting on mask updates in light of the new CDC update. At this point we need to
remove the mask mandate. Scientific and governing bodies have said Ramapo and
Bergen County are safe to operate without masks. We are now in a green zone. We should
remove mask mandates and no guest policies in dorms. We need to move forward.

2. Graduate School Senator : I agree that we should look at the guest andAndraya Annucci
mask policy and address whether we should have proof of vaccination or proof of
negative test requirement for allowing visitors on campus.

3. Secretary of D&I : Although the mask mandate is coming up,Cristina NavarreteCarpizo
some people are unvaccinated. When it comes to the mask mandate, who will be allowed
to stop wearing masks? Only vaccinated and boosted students and staff or everyone?

a. Secretary of Governmental Affairs Danny Gurniak: Discimination issue if you
require certain people to wear masks and certain people to not wear masks. At
this point the CDC said individual vaccination status is not a consideration. I
agree we should be safe bnt we need to be in line with our partners. Ex: Seton
Hall, K-12 schools, some schools in New York. Unvaccinated Congressmembers
did not have to wear a mask yesterday. Another argument is the Spring Break
issue and I don’t think that should even be an issue.

b. Higher education guidance; CDC recommends indoor masking in public for
everyone in areas of substantial or high transmission:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/colleges-unive
rsities/considerations.html. To track the community data and transmission
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level, visit link (updated 2/25/2022):
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/your-health/covid-by-cou
nty.html

c. Senate VP : I agree the mask mandate should be lifted butKimberly Santana
like Andy mentioned there should be some stipulations. Like at least a negative
covid test result because we’re wearing masks to protect one another from
spreading COVID. Maybe the reason no one wore masks at the Congress is that
they got COVID testing. We don’t know. I don’t see the unvaccinated wearing a
mask at discinination. We’re protecting them and ourselves. I think we should be
protecting the people who are less medically well. Yes it is moving forward and
we have progressed but we shouldn’t forget why we did all of this and the people
who lost their lives.

d. Secretary of D&I : We should be considering bothCristina NavarreteCarpizo
sides. When someone is immunocompromised and can’t get the vaccine,
everyone around them is getting the vaccine to avoid passing COVID to them.
We should be empathetic to those who are immunocompromised. People who
simply do not want to wear their mask or get their vaccine, we have to be
considerate of people who can’t take the vaccine. We should find a common
middle ground where mask policies are lifted but we also protect those who are
immunocompromised, who can not take the vaccine, or have religious
exemptions for their own safety. We have to be patient. Maybe we can lift the
visitor mandate for commuters. But be patient about unmasking to protect people
who can not get the vaccine.

e. Senator Aime Lara: People who are not vaccinated have to be tested weekly.
Aside from religious and health conditions, can we have people be allowed to
wear masks if they want to on campus?

i. Point of Clarification by Senate VP Kimberly Santana: What was
brought up, for commuters who want to visit they don’t need a vaccine.
For people who do not go here, the suggestion was for them to take a
negative test or show proof of vaccination.

ii. Senator Aime Lara: In that case isn’t it best for outside visitors to show
proof of a negative COVID-19 test? Just at the beginning of this stage as
we remove the masks. We need precautions

f. Senator Weina X: I approve removing the mask mandate but want to stress that
inside a classroom should be left up to Professor's discretion because professors
who teach the course might not be comfortable without masks and will feel safer
if we remain masks in classrooms.

g. Senator Ashley Gomez: I agree we should lift the mask mandate at some point
but it’s important to keep spring break in mind. People travel and can contract
COVID regardless of vaccination status. If we do lift mask mandates and there’s
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an outbreak everything can regress and we don’t want that. I don’t think we
should move so quickly. Possibly making it optional - people can still wear it if
they still choose to do so. But if you wear your mask and other people don’t
you're not as protected as when everyone else is wearing masks. We should take
steps slowly because we don’t want an outbreak. In regards to the commuters and
visitors. There is no way to determine whether outside visitors have vaccination
or test status. People could really just walk into buildings and dorms so that's
important to recognize. How are we going to be able to regulate and track visitors
getting tested weekly (outside visitors)?

i. Senate President Witte: Dean Van Der Wall said that spring break was
one of the main concerns. Last year there was no spring break and Dean
Van Der Wall said that was an option this year however because they
deemed that it was important for Spring Break, so our mask mandates
will be held until after spring break.

h. Secretary of Governmental Affairs Danny Gurniak: Seton hall’s policy allows the
discretion of whether to wear masks up to the professor. K-12 in NJ, masks are
optional but teachers can not require it. Getting back to the science, the CDC and
the Health Department have spoken and we have been following them for almost
two years. I’m not advocating for everyone to be required to not wear a mask.
people should have the choice to wear or not wear a mask. The outbreak
argument for Spring Break is important but the risk is just as high if 21+ students
go to Brady’s or a bar or party and come back to school. You can not dictate what
people do outside of school. To keep the mask mandate for another month seems
counterintuitive. I think there should be a choice. There is information that says
one way of masking is protected if you’re wearing an N95 mask and are
vaccinated and boosted. I think enforcing the commuter policy where they can
not go into residence halls is very hard to enforce as is and is just counterintuitive
to our mission as a college. In the state of the college address we mentioned the
physical health of our school and revenue. I am a tour guide and in almost every
tour I get asked about when mak policies will be lifted at Ramapo. People are
interested in that. If we keep prolonging the inevitable thing we will lose revenue
and people aren’t going to want to come here. We have to talk about physical
health as much as anyone else. People should have their own choice of whether
to wear a mask. That’s what the science says and we should be following that
science.

i. Executive Panelist John Waite: Point of clarification: Danny used the word
discimiation in regards to vaccination status. Is vaccination status a protected
class?

i. Gurniak: I was talking specifically about an issue last summer. From
what I understand, in our original return to campus plans we were going



to be mask optional but then were required to wear masks because of
Delta Policy. If you only make unvaccinated stutents wear a mask there
oculd be a discrimination issue. It can be medical dscimination is what I
understood.

ii. Waite: Have you heard about colleges facing liability for this?
- Gurniak: I have not. I don’t think that’s the risk we’re facing at

this point. I don’t think our school would be sued for lifting a
mask mandate in conjunction with the rest of our state and
country.

iii. Waite: In the event we do lift the mask mandate and there is some
outbreak. Could there be a liability there rather than delaying and waiting
to see it?

- Gurniak: I’m not a lawyer so I don’t actually know. The CDC
has said we don't have to wear masks in Bergen county and the
higher education department of health has also said we don’t
have to do it. If we’ve always followed that I don’t see how
there’s a difference now.

- Senate VP Santana: We are a public college.
iv. Senator Aime: comparing people who are leaving the country with

people who are 21+ is not a comparable situation. I think we should lift
mask mandates but we should wait a month after people come back to
school.

v. Senator Weina: Of the systems where you can not require students to
keep their masks on or it is up to the discretion of the professor which do
you prefer (Danny)?

ii. Email sgapresident@ramapo.edu if you have anything you want to bring up.
e. Need at least 3 SGA members to be on panel next Weds, 3/9, from 6-7 pm in Alumni; panel will be

comparing student life with RCNJ’s first class — any volunteers? (can count for SGA co-sponsorship req
since it is in partnership with the Mahwah Museum).

i. Kimberly, Helen, and Jenna, Andy, Ashley, Patricia
f. Working with ITS to fix middle computer in SGA Office on side of the room
g. Reminders

i. Keep showing at SGA co-sponsored events; students from those clubs and orgs really appreciate
it!

ii. If interested in serving on SGA General Election Committee, please email
sgapresident@ramapo.edu — must be a graduating student/leaving SGA after May 1st, 2022!

V. Cabinet Reports
a. Vice President Paolo Miyashiro Bedoya
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i. New SGA Organizational Chart is done! Will be hung up in the office, and uploaded on website,
Drive, and Archway.

ii. Community Service Requirement Reminder: please print out this pdf and bring it to EACH
COMMUNITY SERVICE EVENT you go to. Fill out the info, have the supervisor sign it, and
leave it in my mailbox in the SGA office. (Physically print out this form).

iii. Ask, Listen, Refer Requirement Reminder: Check your emails!
1. Only applies if you got an email form Paolo.

iv. Club Process Committee will meet next week at 4 pm in A-218
v. Club Officers Meeting next Wednesday 3/9, 3 - 4 pm in SC-158

vi. reach ou
b. Secretary Janea Tozer-Murphy

i. Once all February minutes have been approved I will upload them to Archway (Soon). You can
find that under the files page on SGA located here once uploaded.

ii. Need help putting the whiteboards on the wall.
iii. Loaning out office supplies. Thoughts or ideas? I don’t think we should laon office supplies at all

but what are your thoughts?
1. Senate VP Kimberly Santana: Suggest if they’re asking for something, get their ID in

exchange.
2. President Anjali: Have a supply sign out sheet and collect the student’s ramapo email. I

like when students come in to borrow items. Students know we’re a resource for them.
c. Treasurer Victoria Columna

i. No updates.
d. Chief of Staff Avery Cangro

i. Send me committee attendance and make sure you join one and are active if not already.
ii. Waiting for Debbee to email me back in regards to a Donation Day date. The only date available

for alumni all day is April 4. If the Red Cross approves I will be meeting with Kate, Dylan,
Misha, and Jenna on Thursday to discuss the details.

iii. Send me any pictures to upload on the SGA website!
e. Secretary of Academic Affairs Nataly Merino

i. No updates
f. Secretary of Programming Jenna Falkenheim

i. Working on Donation Day with Avery → will send out the link for the sign up sheet soon.
ii. Tabling 2/22 in front of the bookstore from 12-2

iii. Po’s Got Talent 5/3 - CPB/ Music Club and SGA
iv. Waiting on confirmation from JiJi for Pie Slam

g. Secretary of Diversity & Inclusion Cristina Navarette Carpizo
i. Will have to make an appointment with Anne Eke, Richard Brown, Rachel Sawyer, Anjali Patel,

and Jeffrey Dannhardt to get the survey approved. I have emailed all of them with the hopes of
meeting with them March 9 after 3:00 pm

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_HCexUnTClEJmWSwbaBjWXB276GJ4Mrm/view?usp=sharing
https://archway.ramapo.edu/files


ii. The meeting of Men retention will hold place Thursday 3rd of March At the Library-Learning
Commons-3-LC-331 Study Room (10) 6:00pm

iii. startup on a mission to ensure everyone has access to menstrual products, waiting on Kristina to
get contact with facilities.

h. Secretary of Public Relations Dylan Solis
i. Absent - Excused (FA Rep)

ii. Nothing huge, just working on some long term stuff mostly and finishing what I’ve already
started

iii. Already started planning for our SGA Tabling on the Tuesday after Spring Break (March 22nd),
we’ll eventually need volunteers, but we’ll send out more info for that later on

iv. Once again almost done with my survey, it should finally actually be ready to push out this week
v. Working on bulletin boards, if you have any pictures from SGA events in the last month that

aren’t on social media, send them to me. If there’s any specific SGA events in March that you
already have details for, and want on the board, just let me know about it

vi. Someone high-five Jenna for me, our first committee meeting last week went swimmingly
vii. Please fill out this tagging sheet if you’re open to being tagged ons social media.

i. Secretary of Fraternity and Sorority Life Jiany (JiJi) Lindsey
i. Meeting with Amanda Riehl and PFC President, Ethan Weber, on Monday, March 7th

ii. Trying to see if BLM donation drive in Paterson can be approved for community service hours
j. Secretary of Sustainability Danielle Bongiovanni

i. ABSENT
ii. Met with Kirsten Loewrigkeit, working on developing a Plastic Reduction Task Force that will

assess how Ramapo can reduce its usage of single-use plastics and eventually sign the Break Free
From Plastic Campus Pledge

iii. Earth Day events ideas include a documentary screening and working with the janitorial staff so
students can use recyclables to create fun art projects

1. Please send me recommendations for documentaries that relate climate justice issues to
New Jersey!

iv. The Ramapo Green Board now has an outline of a tree that people can attach
wrappers/receipts/etc. to as an art piece! Senator Pokharel suggested this lovely idea, and she and
Senator Hollosi helped me get it started.

1. Can the SGA Office spare a roll of tape to be attached to the board so it’s easier for
people to contribute?

k. Secretary of Commuter Affairs Dawn Sy
i. Absent - Excused

l. Secretary of Delegate Affairs Ciara Luciano
i. I plan to work with Dylan to promote the Delegate Program through Instagram and Daily Digest.

ii. Thinking of doing a tabling to recruit delegates.
m. Secretary of Governmental Affairs Danny Gurniak

i. Waiting on update from Pat O’Connor - may have more to add later.
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ii. RCNJ at the statehouse is not happening.
iii. Will speak to Helen after this meeting about bills.

n. Chief Panelist** (Speaking on behalf of Executive Panelist John Waite and Legislative Panelist Leah
Berlinger)

i. Nothing to report.
o. Graduate School Senator Andy Annucci:

i. Currently working on a collaborative post with the Ramapo marketing office where students can
add different word entries about what graduate school is like.

ii. Working on planning a graduate student mixer on 4/10.
p. Student Governor Nazli Tiyaloglu (Naz) (Speaking on behalf of Alternate Student Governor**

i. The search for the new alternate student governor is on! Please spread the word to your peers and
send me recommendations if you have any. Applications are due by April.

VI. New Business
a. Finalizing Date/Time Preferences for SGA Professional Headshots - Anjali

i. Had a discussion at the Senate meeting this Monday.
ii. VP Paolo: Considering doing it in a time that slides into general. For example: 12:30pm. Could

bleed into a general meeting. Caroline doesn’t need that much time. If we need another day to do
that we can come up with an alternate day.

iii. Considering an upcoming Wednesday at a general meeting from 12:30pm - however long it takes.
iv. Is anyone opposed? (No).

1. Secretary of D&I Cristina: It’s for headshots for everyone in SGA right? Do we have to
email to schedule or just show up?

2. President Patel: Just show up. Dress for a professional headshot. It will be used and put
onto a Meet the SGA post, potentially on the SGA website, you can also use it for
personal or professional use. Look at the Ramapo College Scholarship winner photos and
go off of those for ideas of what to wear.

VII. Public Comment
a. Advisor Jack Nesmith: 2022 STudent Leadership Awards

i. Due 3/7 at 11:59pm on Archway. Please get them in. Recommends everyone to apply for this.
Great way for you all to get honored for your hard work.

ii. Common questions:
1. If you have any issues with the form please contact me or leaders@ramapo.edu
2. You only need to have one person be your recommendation. Give them a heads up so

they know and can complete the form that goes to that person. They must have a
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ramapo.edu email and it must be a faculty or staff member or graduate assistant or intern
but can not be a ramapo undergraduate student.

iii. Take your time on the application and look at it as a reflection of what you’re doing.
iv. Encourage your friends to apply.

b. Advisor Jack Nesmith: Project LEAD Session called Building Your Brand to Success (3/3/22)
i. 3/3 from 1pm-2pm in A101. Free pizza. Bring a buddy.

c. Adam (Junior Commuter): COVID policies are quite ridiculous.
i. Recently on Valentine's day he went to give his girlfriend flowers. Public Safety is annoying and

gives citations out for unimportant things. I wasn’t aware of the COVID policy on visitors. I am
vaccinated and boosted and now have a hearing. I don’t think anything separates us from the
vaccination status. I think we need campus life back at Ramapo. The safest time to do that is right
now. The cases are at the lowest point throughout the entire pandemic. What are we waiting for?
We have high efficiencies in vaccines and medical mitigations. It does not make sense to allow
residents to visit one another but a commuter can’t if they’re vaccinated and/or boosted. Nothing
should stop us from visiting someone else. If we can guarantee that someone is vaccinated on
their ID then nothing should stop us. For masks we should drop them because it’s the safest time
right now and the goal should not be zero cases of COVID. Masks should be a choice. If we are
vaccinated at this campus then the COVID virus is mitigated to the severity of the flu which we
have been living with for years now. If there is another outbreak we can reevaluate. Right now is
the safest throughout the entire pandemic. We should not be controlling other peoples’ lives. It
should be everyone's choice to do so.

VIII. Open Forum
a. Senate Vice President Kimberly Santana: Democracy Matters is having a tabling fundraiser next week for

Ukraine relief. Date/time is TBD. Please come and pitch in. This is through the United Nations and will
actually go to Ukraine.

b. President Patel: Next wednesday there’s a speaker of women’s herstory month. The time of that conflicts
with General. This is from 1pm-2:30pm. Helen and Advisors, what do we want to do with next week’s
general?

i. Senate President Witte: It’s important to support speakers. I’m fine with it.
ii. Advisor Anne Eke: I don’t have an opinion at the moment about it. Do we typically go to that

presentation? Can we reserve the decision until we see what’s on the agenda?
1. President Patel: I think Marie wants an answer from me soon on whether SGA as a whole

wants to attend.
2. Senator Misha: We can attend for an hour and then go to the General afterwards.

a. VP Paolo: Is it just a speaker for 1.5 hours?
b. Senator Misha: I think so.



c. VP Paolo: A suggestion - unless there is anything pressing on the general we
need to talk about then I suggest cutting general and not leaving in the middle of
the speaker.

iii. Senate President Witte: If nobody has anything pressing for next week we will cancel general.
iv. President Patel: This is mandatory so if you are not there you will be marked absent.
v. Senator Aime Lara: Can we add the information in the agenda?

1. President Patel: It will be sent to everyone after checking with Marie.
c. Secretary of D&I Cristina: I heard there was drama within clubs since I came to Ramapo. That’s a reason

why similar organizations don’t co-sponsor with each other. For example Chibad and Hilal. In the Cabinet
Meeting we talk about the training of how to maintain professionalism so organizations work with one
another. When organizations are not co-sponsoring with one another they’re just hurting their
organizations by creating more division in Ramapo College.

i. Senate VP Santana: The clubs she mentioned were examples of interclub issues. There may not
be issues now but have been in the past.

ii. President Anjali: This is an ongoing issue which is why clubs and organizations are not throwing
events together because there’s interpersonal conflicts with club eboard members which has
transitioned down to new administrations of club organizations and transferred into campus life.
We were thinking, what can be a solution to get campus energy back? A few years ago it was not
like that at all. Not sure how many clubs and organizations apply it but it seems like within
multicultural and religious clubs this is a case. Because there is a RLI training for these club
officers when we move in before fall semesters, maybe it can be helpful for one part of that
training to cover professionalism so clubs know that they have to work together for the common
goal of making sure campus life is good for students. We were thinking during the Club process
Committee we can ask potential club officers how they would prepare if a scenario happens so
they have expectations going forward on how to find solutions. When they get to the point when
they’re speaking with CSI when going to be approved they can speak with the club leaders as
well.

iii. VP Paolo: This is good to bring up Rojja (Liaison from CSI) and to bring up at RLI. There are
some SGA’s who are much more hands-on with the student clubs and organizations than we are.
All we do is the club approval process and in years past we did allocations. Right now we just
approve new clubs. Allocations is when clubs have blogger events outside of their normal budget
and ask for money specifically for that budget. I think this is a good thing to bring up to CSI
especially when they do club officer meetings. At the end of the day people will be petty and
interpersonal issues may come up no matter what but we should do our best in terms of
professionalism. These are good ideas to bring up to CSI.

iv. Senator Aime Lara: Can SGA or CSI intervene within clubs not co-sponsoring with one another?
1. VP Paolo: CSI let's clubs be independent. I don’t know if CSI has the time or wants to

have mediations with clubs.
2. Senator Lara: Can there be a requirement for this club to do a co-sponsorship with clubs

that are similar to them?



a. It is not a requirement not but is encouraged. Clubs have an event requirement.
Co-sponsorship is a secondary thing and is encouraged but not required. Not sure
it’s necessary for it to be required.

v. Graduate School Senator Andy: Perhaps we can look at new clubs being formed in CPC and
before we send them to be approved we can see how similar they are to existing clubs. Another
idea is to have a committee or group where club leaders can meet outside of these required
meetings to talk about issues they have within their required Eboards.

1. VP Paolo: We already check if a club is unique. We can integrate workshops with club
leaders whether in SGA or LIS. Someone can contact Rojja (liaison to CSI).

vi. Senate President Witte: Would it be helpful to have an intervention process where people who are
having club problems can have a resolution meeting. Either with SGA or CSI Staff.

1. VP Paolo: Interesting idea but I don’t think clubs would mediate this. Equating it to a
roommate situation with RA’s. I don't think we have that authority over clubs to do that.
That’s a great idea that can be brought up to CSI. They might say clubs have to realize on
their own the importance of having good relations.

IX. Adjournment

Meeting adjourned at 2:34pm


